Argha (Pouring) Management

Year before last year, people accessed to Baidyanath Temple premises after elapsing a huge time in row with perspires; where they were got be entered to Sanctorum through scramp gate to offer their Ganga jal on Baidyanath Lingam; but due to large number of devotees against the congested Sanctorum very few pilgrim could offer their Ganga jal and rest got out after having scatted their Ganga jal to and fro.

To make pilgrim purge from this peril, Baba Baidyanath Mandir Prabandhan Board has introduced a water pouring pot namely “Argha” to have easy glimpse of Baidyanath Lingam with offering of Ganga jal and flower. Argha is a big water pouring pot which Spherical end is fixed near the entrance of Sanctorum and other just above the Lingam. Pilgrim having any age, sex and physique can offer their Ganga jal and flower getting direct glimpse of Baidyanath Lingam.